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Carrot or stick?
Rewards and punishments can cajole people into cooperating, but they are
costly to implement. A theoretical study finds that, when participation in group
activities is optional, punishing uncooperative behaviour is the cheaper method.
SIMON GÄCHTER

T

he philosopher John Locke once wrote1,
“Good and evil, reward and punishment, are the only motives to a rational
creature”. Although Locke was referring primarily to the discipline of children, reward
and punishment are motivational forces for
behaviour across many domains of social
life. Understanding the consequences of
such ‘carrots and sticks’ is a core topic in the
behavioural sciences, particularly in studies
of cooperation2–8— behaviour that benefits
others or the group at a cost to the cooperating
individual. Many problems in modern human
societies, from interactions in the workplace to
tackling climate change, require genetically
unrelated individuals to cooperate in situations
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in which collective welfare is jeopardized by
individual self-interest. So how do rewards and
punishments curb selfishness and help to maintain social order? A paper by Sasaki et al.9 in
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
helps to answer these questions.
Theoretical and experimental research on
the evolution of cooperation has concentrated
on punishment, with relatively few studies
investigating reward7,10–12. Furthermore, most
studies have focused on ‘peer punishment’,
in which defectors are punished by group
members3,7,8,10–14. However, the findings of
peer-punishment studies may not be broadly
applicable to modern human societies, which
have developed formal sanctioning systems,
whereby rewards and punishments are carried
out by rule-bound institutions rather than by
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individuals (Fig. 1). Sasaki et al.
settings of forced participation
address this with a theoretical
and peer punishment (or reward),
assessment of how institutiontheir findings are encouragingly
alized reward and punishment
similar to Sasaki and colleagues’
systems regulate cooperative
theoretical analysis9. These simibehaviour, and at what relative
larities suggest that experimental
cost.
analyses conducted in a manner
The authors used evolutionary
closer to the framework presented
game theory for their analysis —
by Sasaki et al. — institutional
a theoretical framework in which
delivery of incentives and assessstrategic behaviours can be anament of voluntary participation
— might further enhance our
lysed in the context of evolutionary
selection pressure. Their analysis
understanding of how reward and
used the ‘public goods game’, in
punishment maintain social order.
which people can either cooperate
The political scientist Mancur
Olson recognized the imporor defect, and in which cooperation
tance of reward and punishment
is collectively beneficial, but defecfor cooperation when he argued
tion is better for self-interest. Peoin his seminal 1965 study15 that
ple learn by observing others and
“the recalcitrant individual can
they emulate successful individube ostracized, and the cooperaals, so strategies that yield greater Figure 1 | Punishment comes cheap. In modern societies, rule-bound
pay-offs proliferate. The model in institutions, such as the legal and education systems, use punishments
tive individual can be invited into
this study compares one institu- and rewards to encourage cooperative behaviour. Sasaki and colleagues’
the center of the charmed circle.”
tion that rewards cooperators and theoretical analysis99 shows that, when individuals can choose whether or
But Olson, Locke and other early
another that punishes defectors. not to participate, punishment is the less costly method.
scholars who wrote about reward
The authors studied reward and
and punishment in human social
punishment under two conditions: in one, very large rewards could generate a stable and affairs relied on casual observation and introall individuals were forced to take part; in the uniform population of cooperators.
spection. Collectively, Sasaki and colleagues’
other, participation was voluntary.
This noteworthy theoretical finding has study, the related experimental analyses and
Sasaki and colleagues found that during practical implications. Sasaki and colleagues’ the potential investigations that arise from
compulsory participation the two incen- model can be used to calculate the size of the them are an example of how researchers today
tives (punishment or reward) lead to the incentive needed to achieve a stable level of are much better equipped to combine rigorsame outcomes if they are very small or very cooperation, although such calculations will ous theoretical and experimental analyses to
large. It seems that if either of the incentives be difficult to apply in reality. However, the understand sticks and carrots16. And this is a
is too small, cooperation cannot be achieved authors’ analysis does raise several issues that rewarding situation indeed. ■
because a population of cooperators can be are relevant for understanding modern human
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